
The RBK 685 recumbent bike features the P82 console and a step-through design to appeal to a wide range of 
exercisers. The simple seat adjustment allows the exerciser to change the position of the seat with one hand, either on 
or off the bike. A ventilated air flex seat provides exceptional comfort. This bike is a cost effective option for a broad 
range of environments such as corporate gyms, apartment complexes, and fire departments.

PRODUCT  HIGHLIGHTS

* The heart rate feature is intended for reference only. They may
not be accurate for every user or at every intensity and are not 
intended for use as a medical device.

RECUMBENT BIKE

RBK® 685 
Experience™ Series

Refined colorways with dark 
Tungsten covers and two  
frame color options.

Gloss Metallic 

Silver

Black Pearl
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PRODUCT  SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT  FEATURES

P82 CONSOLE
The P82 console offers a brilliant 15 in / 38.1 cm screen that’s 
ergonomically positioned to deliver crystal-clear entertainment viewing 
for exercisers in motion. When networked, it serves as a direct-to-
exerciser communication portal, allowing you an opportunity to build 
your brand, share information about activities and services, and 
strengthen the sense of community within your facility. 

STEP-THROUGH DESIGN
Designed for easy entry, the recumbent bike has a step-through design 
(14 in / 36 cm wide) with a low step-over height (4 in / 10 cm).

AIR FLEX SEAT BACK
The custom-designed air flex seat features a ventilated panel and 
unique suspension system for a cool, cushioned ride.

SEAT ADJUSTMENT
The simple seat adjustment allows the exerciser to change the position 
of the seat with one hand, either on or off the bike.

EASE OF MAINTENANCE
The easy-to-remove shrouds ensure quick access to the beltdrive 
system for maintenance and servicing without removing the pedals or 
crank arms.

Dimensions (L x W x H):  65 x 23 x 51 in / 165 x 58 x 130 cm   
Equipment Weight: 179 lb / 81 kg
Power: Self-powered
Total Workouts: 12
Resistance Level: 25
Minimum Watts: 22
Maximum Watts: 500

Language: English, Chinese, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Italian, 
Japanese, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish 
Network Capabilities: C-SAFE enabled, Mobile Device Charger - Standard 
Entertainment: 15 in / 38.1 cm LCD Capacitive Touchscreen, Mobile Device Charger, and 
Audio Jack
Accessories: Integrated Reading Rack, Accessories Holder, Optional - Cable Management 
Warranty: Visit www.precor.com for warranty terms.




